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*136  I. INTRODUCTION

Today, the United States of America is changing its relationship with the people of Cuba. In the most
significant changes in our policy in more than fifty years, we will end an outdated approach that, for
decades, has failed to advance our interests, and instead we will begin to normalize relations between our
two countries. Through these changes, we intend to create more opportunities for the American and Cuban

people, and begin a new chapter among the nations of the Americas. 1

As President Obama insinuated in his statement above, the potential end of the Cuban embargo comes with tremendous

opportunities for both the American and Cuban people, particularly in the areas of trade and business. 2  Since President
Obama's policy changes in 2014, chambers of commerce across the United States have been traveling to Cuba to get a

better understanding of the island's potential business opportunities. 3  One company standing to benefit from the lifting

of the embargo is Major League Baseball (MLB). 4  If the embargo is lifted, MLB could negotiate with Cuba for the

transfer of Cuban baseball players. 5  This benefits the Cuban people because Cuban baseball players could work in the
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United States, making a similar salary to other professional athletes around the world without renouncing their Cuban

citizenship. 6  For the chance to play in the big leagues, Cuban baseball players put their lives at risk through illegal

human smuggling. 7  As a beneficiary of this illegal practice, MLB is significantly invested in lifting the Cuban embargo

to eliminate human smuggling. 8  In December 2015, MLB's Chief Legal *137  Officer traveled to Cuba with four former
Cuban baseball defectors, who were welcomed by Antonio Castro, son of Fidel Castro, and vice president of the Cuban

Baseball Federation. 9  Some MLB members see baseball as a “universal language” between the United States and Cuba

that can be used to lift the Cuban embargo and combat human smuggling. 10

This Article argues that the Cuban trade embargo should be completely lifted to end the dangerous and inhumane
practice of human smuggling, specifically of Cuban baseball players, into the United States. Cuban baseball players are
a prime target for human smuggling because smugglers extort them for their potential multi-million dollar contracts

with MLB. 11  However, simply ending the Cuban embargo would leave Cuban baseball players surrendering a portion

of their contracts to the Cuban government in exchange for permission to play abroad. 12

As a solution, this Article proposes that the Cuban Baseball Federation and MLB contract to trade players for a one-time,
flat fee paid by MLB and modeled after the Posting System Agreement between MLB and Japan's Nippon Professional

Baseball. 13  Part II of this Article discusses the history between the United States and Cuba and the regulations that
led to the Cuban embargo. Part III explains the embargo's impact on Cuban baseball players and MLB, as well as the
consequences of the industry's changing regulations. Part IV compares Cuban defection to the defection of Soviet Union
athletes under communist rule. Because of the similarities between Cuba and the Soviet Union, and the similar political
steps taken by each country's leader, the Soviet Union is a comparative tool for analyzing Cuba's future in relation to the

United States. 14  This leads to Part V's discussion of the steps necessary for lifting the Cuban embargo and overcoming
the current complex regulations. Finally, Part VI proposes that MLB and the Cuban Baseball Federation enter into a
contract for the free transfer of baseball players, in accordance with the Declaration of Human Rights, to ultimately
stop the illegal smuggling of Cuban baseball players into the United States.

*138  II. BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CUBAN TRADE EMBARGO

In January of 1959, Fidel Castro overthrew the government of President Fulgencio Batista and took command of

Cuba. 15  At first, the United States supported the new Castro government. 16  However, over time relations eroded as

Castro began illegally seizing private land from U.S. corporations. 17

Over the years, the United States retaliated with numerous restrictions on the country's trade with Cuba. For instance,
in response to Cuba strengthening ties with the Soviet Union, Congress passed the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961

(FAA). 18  The FAA authorizes the President to impose “a total embargo upon all trade between the United States and

Cuba.” 19  In addition, the Treasury Department enacted the Cuban Assets Control Regulations (CACR), 20  with the

goal of “isolat[ing] the Cuban government economically and depriv[ing] it of U.S. dollars.” 21  In 1992, Congress passed
the Cuban Democracy Act (CDA) “forbidding subsidiaries of US companies from trading with Cuba, US nationals

from travelling to Cuba and remittances being sent to [Cuba].” 22  The goal of the Act “was to ‘seek a peaceful transition
to democracy and a resumption of economic growth in Cuba through the careful application of sanctions directed at

the Castro government and support for the Cuban people.”’ 23  Further, the Helms-Burton Act of 1996 is the most

comprehensive and recent regulation enforcing the embargo. 24  The primary goal of the Helms-Burton Act is to recover

the U.S. property *139  Castro confiscated, 25  but the Act severely limits the President's power to unilaterally ease trade

restrictions. 26
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In contrast, the Trading with the Enemy Act of 1917 (TWEA) gives the President executive authority to effectuate

regulatory changes. 27  The authority granted under the TWEA is what President Obama used to begin the process of

renewing ties with Cuba. 28  In March of 2016, President Obama became “the first sitting U.S. President to visit Cuba” in

eighty-eight years, continuing his mission to improve relations between the two countries before the end of his term. 29

Prior to his visit, the Obama administration enacted new guidelines permitting “Cuban citizens to work in the United

States and receive salaries from American companies.” 30  These new guidelines will profoundly affect the way Cuban

baseball players' contract with MLB. 31

III. IMPACT OF THE EMBARGO IN RELATION TO MLB AND CUBAN BASEBALL PLAYERS

Prior to the recent regulation changes under the Obama administration, the Cuban embargo prohibited U.S. companies

from having business relations with Cuba. 32  This encompassed the scouting and signing of Cuban baseball players

by MLB. 33  How did Cuban baseball players appear on ESPN in the homes of millions of Americans? The answer:

human smuggling. 34  Human smuggling is an estimated $35 *140  billion worldwide industry. 35  Every year, thousands

of Cubans illegally enter the United States. 36  To have a better chance of arriving, most Cubans pay smugglers and

put their lives in jeopardy. 37  Illegal immigrants are put at risk of “kidnapping, robbery, extortion, sexual violence, and

[even] death.” 38

Cuban immigrants also risk dying while at sea, as their journey many times requires them to travel ninety miles by boat

to escape the island of Cuba. 39  Although there are no definite statistics, it is estimated that during the mass exodus in

1994, 25% to 75% of Cubans who attempted to escape by boat died at sea. 40  Despite this sobering statistic, Cubans

take this risk for the chance to live out the “American Dream.” 41  *141  Moreover, the Cuban Adjustment Act (CAA)

encourages the illegal immigration of Cubans; 42  it allows Cubans to become permanent residents within one year of

legally arriving in the United States. 43  In 1995 the wet foot, dry foot policy was added to the CAA, making it possible
for Cubans who arrived by boat and touched dry soil to stay in the United States legally, thereby “circumventing the
elaborate system of quotas and visa application procedures applicable for nationals from every other country in the

world.” 44  The potential for citizenship incentivized Cuban migrants to risk travelling by boat. 45  However, on January

12, 2017, President Obama repealed the wet foot, dry foot policy leaving many Cubans without a path to residency. 46

Although it is uncertain whether his successor, President Donald J. Trump, will reinstate the policy, it is unlikely in light

of President Trump's statements that the policy was unfair. 47

To facilitate the immigration process, Cubans pay thousands of dollars to human smugglers, usually around $10,000. 48

For most Cubans it is a one-time fee, but for baseball players, the price is much steeper. 49  *142  Smugglers cash in on
the opportunity to bring a talented Cuban baseball player to the United States and keep the athlete under their control

after arriving in the country. 50  Oftentimes, smugglers require Cuban baseball players to relinquish a percentage of any

future contract with MLB. 51

Yasiel Puig is a prime example of the inhumane practices Cuban baseball defectors are subjected to through human

smuggling. 52  Raul Pacheco, a man with a history of criminal activity, offered Puig a way out of Cuba--for a price. 53  In

exchange for his escape from Cuba, Puig had to give Pacheco 20% of any contract with a MLB team. 54  He attempted to

escape four times, and each time was thwarted. 55  On the fifth attempt, Puig set out for Mexico with a group of smugglers
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hired by Pacheco. 56  When Pacheco refused to pay, the smugglers held Puig hostage. 57  The smugglers, who were linked

to a drug cartel, threatened to dismember Puig unless someone paid for his release. 58  Pacheco staged a kidnapping of

Puig from the motel where the smugglers held him captive. 59  Sadly, Yasiel Puig is only one of over 200 Cuban baseball

defectors who have experienced similar dangerous scenarios for the chance to play in MLB. 60

In addition to the tremendous barriers associated with arriving in the United States, Cuban baseball players also face

barriers to qualify for legal employment with a MLB team. 61  The Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) regulates

MLB's transactions with Cuba through the CACR. 62  Before amendments in March 2016, the Act prohibited MLB

from engaging in any transactions with Cuban nationals, which prevented it from signing Cuban baseball players. 63

However, two *143  loopholes were created to circumvent this restriction. 64  First, Cuban baseball players could defect

from Cuba and go directly into the United States under the wet foot, dry foot rule and acquire permanent residency. 65

The second way was for the player to establish residency in a third country and become an unblocked national under

OFAC, which allowed him to work legally in the United States. 66

MLB Rule 3 lays the foundation for players to be eligible to play in MLB. 67  Essentially, MLB Rule 3(a)(1)(B) states
that a player who is a resident of another country can negotiate a contract with any MLB team, while legal U.S. residents

and citizens must participate in the amateur draft per MLB Rule 3(a)(1)(A). 68  Thus, if the Cuban baseball player
used the first loophole--the wet foot, dry foot rule and became a permanent resident, Rule 3(a)(1)(A) required him to

“participate in the main MLB *144  draft, along with thousands of other baseball players.” 69  Once drafted, the player

could negotiate a contract but only with the team that drafted him. 70  However, the second loophole allows Cuban
baseball players to become unblocked nationals by establishing residency in a third country; this exempts them from the

draft, allowing them to negotiate with any MLB team. 71  In this scenario, multiple MLB teams could contact a player
and negotiate with him directly, which could start a bidding war and give the Cuban baseball player the best possible

contract deal. 72  The unblocked national had a better negotiating position as he was not stuck with only one MLB team--

the one that drafted him. 73

Nevertheless, with the recent amendments to the CACR on employing Cuban citizens, human smuggling of Cuban
athletes may become a thing of the past. In March 2016, the Obama administration amended the CACR to permit Cuban

citizens in the United States to receive a salary from U.S. companies, 74  so long as the Cuban national “is not subject

to any special tax assessments by the Cuban government in connection with the receipt of the salary.” 75  Now, MLB
can directly contract with Cuban baseball players and pay them a salary. The athletes no longer have to defect to a third

country and become an unblocked national, 76  which theoretically eliminates the demand for human smuggling.

*145  Nevertheless, the CACR is not the only barrier Cuban baseball players face; they must apply for a passport

from the Cuban government before going abroad. 77  The Cuban government requires that citizens with certain jobs get

authorization before obtaining a passport, including Communist Party leaders, vital professionals, and athletes. 78  It is
uncertain whether the Cuban government will grant its athletes permission to work abroad. In 2013, under Raul Castro,

the Cuban government began permitting Cuban athletes “to sign contracts to compete in foreign leagues.” 79  The Cuban
government asserted that the reform “promises to increase the amount of money baseball players and others are able
to earn, and seems geared toward stemming a continuing wave of defections by athletes who are lured abroad by the

possibility of lucrative contracts, sapping talent from national squads.” 80  Even so, in exchange for permitting them to
play abroad, Cuba requires the athletes give up a percent of their contract to the Cuban government, which violates the

amended CACR regulation. 81  It is unlikely Cuba will let its best baseball players leave without some remuneration in
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return. Furthermore, if the Cuban government did not grant a baseball player a passport, the player could still defect
and subject himself to the dangers of human smuggling. By defecting, the Cuban baseball player renounces his Cuban
citizenship and must seek residency in the United States or a third country. Thus, he either subjects himself to the amateur

draft or free agency if he wants to play in MLB. 82  Although the recent changes may eliminate the dangers associated

with smuggling, MLB and Cuba have much to negotiate before Cuban baseball players are free. 83

*146  IV. WHEN DEFECTION BECOMES THE ONLY OPTION

A. Why Do Cuban Athletes Defect?

Minimizing the number of Cubans smuggled into the United States requires a general understanding of why Cubans

defect. Defection is defined as a “conscious abandonment of allegiance or duty.” 84  Cubans began defecting in significant

numbers to escape the poor standard of living after Cuba's relationship with the Soviet Union ended in 1990. 85  Others

left because the government denied them basic fundamental rights and freedoms. 86  Many athletes choose to defect to

pursue a larger sporting market and the opportunity to make millions of dollars. 87  Defecting Cuban athletes commit

to cutting all ties with Cuba, including their family, friends, and home. 88  Because of the low pay, coupled with the low
standard of living, Cuban baseball players are willing to leave their whole lives behind for a chance to play professional

baseball. 89

Before the rise of communism in Cuba, the flow of baseball players was reversed. 90  American athletes went to Cuba

during the American offseason to make extra money and practice. 91  However, once in power, Fidel Castro eliminated

professional baseball in Cuba. 92  Castro turned all professional sports “into a highly regulated amateur league” to tout

the ideals of socialism. 93  As of 2013, Cuban baseball players made around $17 a month. 94  Comparing this to the
combined $330 million made by Cuban defectors who signed with MLB teams since 2009, it is evident *147  why a

Cuban baseball player considers defection--risking his life and leaving his family--as an option. 95

To curb defection, the Cuban Baseball Federation more than doubled the $17-a-month wages to $40 in 2014. 96  Cuba

also became more accommodating of athletes playing abroad. 97  However, the Cuban government still requires that

Cuban athletes represent Cuba in international competitions, like the Olympics, and national leagues on the island. 98

Additionally, the Cuban government demands Cuban baseball players abroad return to Cuba for the domestic baseball

league from November to April. 99

B. A Comparison: Soviet Union Athlete Defection and Reform Under Gorbachev to Cuban Athlete Defection and Reform
Under Castro

To understand Cuban athlete defection, it is helpful to compare it to Soviet Union athlete defection during the Cold War.

To curb defection, the Soviet Union permitted its athletes to play abroad to limit defection, 100  and other social and
economic reform--uncharacteristic of the communist country-- followed, leading to the Soviet Union's and communism's

collapse. 101  The similarities between the two countries beg the question: will Cuba suffer the same fate as the Soviet
Union?

After World War II, the Soviet Union had one goal: “to catch up and overtake the most advanced industrial powers,”

including sports. 102  The government awarded monetary prizes to athletes who placed in sporting events or for

outstanding results. 103  At this point, most international governing bodies required an athlete be an amateur to *148
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compete. 104  These governing bodies also forbade monetary awards for performance. 105  Thus, the Soviet Union swiftly

renounced professional sports to conform to the international rules. 106

In the USSR, propaganda fueled the whole country. 107  The Soviet sports establishment could be described as “an arm
of the Government [that] keeps the lion's share of all the money generated by its athletes in endorsements, appearance

fees, prize money and salaries.” 108  In 1976, Sogomin Kepekyan, a seventeen-year-old cyclist, who had enough, defected

from the USSR to participate in the World Junior Championship in Belgium. 109  Due to the difficult process of legally
emigrating from the Soviet Union, “[T]he young athlete felt it was safer to seize liberty where he found it rather than

to ask the Soviet authorities for it.” 110  The defection of Russian athletes gave the Soviet Union a bad reputation. 111

However, when Mikhail S. Gorbachev came to power, the Soviet Union became accepting of athletes playing abroad

to repair its reputation. 112

By 1989, becoming a professional athlete abroad without defecting from the Soviet Union became achievable. 113  The

Soviet Union permitted athletes participating in various sports to play professionally in the *149  United States. 114

Most notably, tennis player Natalya Zvereva hired a U.S. agent while at a tournament in Florida and announced she was

keeping more of her prize money, 115  openly challenging the Soviet Union's practice of confiscating money its athletes

earned internationally. 116  Therefore, as with Cuba, money was the driving force behind most Soviet Union athletes'

defection. 117

It is notable that both Cuba and the Soviet Union did away with professional sports but for different reasons. 118  The
Soviet Union's interest in competing internationally forced it to abandon professional sports to meet the requirements of

the International Olympic Committee. 119  In contrast, Fidel Castro did away with Cuban professional sports to support

his ideals. 120  Cuban athletes were expected to play for the love of their country and were treated like employees of the

state. 121  Like the Soviet Regime, Castro forbade Cuban athletes from using their athletic skills abroad. 122  Moreover,
although each country banned professional sports for different reasons, the ultimate effect was the same--minimal wages

for athletes. 123  The wage discrepancy between playing sports in a non-communist country versus a communist country
made defection a worthwhile option for many athletes. Athletes defected in hopes of gaining professional status in

another country that recognized professional athleticism. 124

Following a long string of defections, both the Soviet Union and Cuba became open to allowing athletes to contract

abroad, but only when *150  a new leader came to power. 125  For example, in the Soviet Union, Gorbachev used the

perestroika and glasnost policies to fix a variety of social and economic problems. 126  In the 1980s, the Soviet Union
“lacked technological advancements and used inefficient factories, all while consumers were buying low-quality products

and suffered from a shortage of social freedoms.” 127

Similarly, in response to social and economic issues in Cuba, Raul Castro implemented more open policies 128  and began

economic and social reform. 129  Both Raul Castro's change to Cuba's migration law for Cuban citizens and permitting

Cuban baseball players to play abroad without defecting are reforms affecting foreign policies. 130  However, despite
the reestablishment of diplomatic relations between the United States and Cuba and Castro allowing Cuban athletes
to play abroad, Cuban baseball players still find it beneficial to defect to the United States in hopes of being free from

Cuban control. 131
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Moreover, the fall of the Soviet Union is credited to Gorbachev's glasnost and perestroika policies. 132  With the
similarities between the Soviet Union and Cuba, particularly in the world of sports, there is the possibility that Raul

Castro's reforms could lead Cuban people to speak *151  out against the socialist regime in Cuba. 133  Like the Soviet
Union, by opening more doors and allowing the Cuban people to get a glimpse of life in a democratic country, Cuba
may be paving the way for the end of socialism and the end of the trade embargo.

V. LIFTING THE EMBARGO TO ALLOW UNRESTRICTED BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Due to the many executive and legislative regulations, Congress and the President must both take action before

businesses, like MLB, can conduct business with Cuba. 134  Although since 2014 many companies have begun exploring

opportunities in Cuba, the lingering effects of the embargo prohibits most from investing in Cuba. 135  Lifting the
embargo is an essential step to facilitate unrestricted business transactions between the United States and Cuba.

Nevertheless, any action taken by the President to normalize relations is futile due to the Helms-Burton Act. 136

A. How the Embargo Can Be Lifted

The President has unilateral power with respect to two laws: the TWEA and the FAA. 137  The first step the President

could take to lift the embargo is to abstain from labeling Cuba as an enemy of the United States under the TWEA. 138

The President could also issue an executive order specifically “ending the state of emergency with” respect to Cuba,

essentially repealing the enemy label previously attached to Cuba. 139  In the TWEA, the term “enemy” is defined as

“the government of any nation with which the United States is at war.” 140  The United States and Cuba are not at war,
so this could, in theory, be simple for the President to do. At the same time though, choosing to remove Cuba from
the list of “enemies” strips the President of his executive authority under TWEA and implicates the Helms-Burton Act,
which leaves the power to effect *152  any change within its strict, probably impossible, requirements that Cuba must

meet. 141  Ergo this course of action may not be wise.

Under the FAA, “[T]he President is authorized to establish and maintain a total embargo upon all trade between the

United States and Cuba.” 142  President Kennedy acted under the power of the FAA in enacting the trade embargo

through his executive order of Proclamation 3447 on February 3, 1962. 143  The current President could also issue an

executive order repealing Proclamation 3447 to lift the embargo. 144  Furthermore, the FAA uses unilateral language in
the regulation; giving the President unilateral power to enact the trade embargo should also allow the President unilateral

power in lifting it. 145  However, the FAA further states that under the present government of Cuba, the United States

cannot furnish economic assistance. 146  For the United States to give assistance, the Cuban government must change,
and any subsequent government needs to take “appropriate steps” to compensate U.S. citizens for the land confiscated

by Fidel Castro. 147  With this language, it appears impossible for the United States to do business with Cuba under any
Castro regime. However, reading the statute liberally, it can be construed that “the present government of Cuba” refers

to the government that confiscated land in 1959. 148  Thus, with Raul Castro as the current leader, it is arguable that
there is a different government in Cuba.

As discussed previously, Raul Castro implemented various economic and social policies that are progressively changing

the economic, and possibly political, structure of Cuba. 149  Furthermore, the *153  FAA gives the President discretion to

determine what constitutes the necessary “appropriate steps” the Cuban government must take to make reparations. 150

Thus, the President could unilaterally determine that Raul Castro is taking the necessary “appropriate steps” to repay

U.S. citizens and corporations for their lost property. 151  However, the Helms-Burton Act codified the embargo; it

http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&pubNum=0003112&cite=PRESPROCNO3447&originatingDoc=I2f1c781e52fc11e798dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=CA&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&pubNum=0003112&cite=PRESPROCNO3447&originatingDoc=I2f1c781e52fc11e798dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=CA&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)
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divests the unilateral power from the President and puts it in Cuba's hands, and it requires stringent political and social

standards, agreed upon by both the President and Congress, before granting U.S. assistance. 152

Both the CDA and the Helms-Burton Act require action and agreement by the President and Congress. 153  The CDA sets

out two conditions that must be met for the President to lift the trade embargo. 154  First, the President must “determine

and report to Congress that the government of Cuba” has carried out five specific actions identified in the Act. 155  These
five actions include:

holding free and fair elections conducted under international supervision, permitting opposition parties
ample time to organize and campaign for such elections, showing respect for the basic civil liberties and
human rights of the citizens of Cuba, moving toward establishing a free market economic system, and

committing itself to constitutional change that would ensure regular free and fair elections. 156

The second condition is that the new Cuban government must be composed of officials elected through a “free and fair

election[].” 157

Title II of the Helms-Burton Act, entitled “Assistance to a free and independent Cuba,” specifically outlines the steps

necessary to lift the embargo. 158  It requires a joint presidential and congressional determination for the suspension
of section 620(a) of the FAA, the CDA, and other “regulations prohibiting transactions with Cuba,” like the *154

CACR. 159  Moreover, the Helms-Burton Act (Titles III and IV) can only be suspended once Cuba is governed by a
democratically elected government and pays reparations to U.S. nationals who had property confiscated during the

Castro revolution. 160  As discussed above, with Raul Castro in power, it seems as though the Cuban government is

taking steps to become different, both economically and politically. 161

Although the requirements expressed in the Helms-Burton Act are advantageous for a free and democratic Cuba in the

future, it is doubtful Cuba can meet them. With so many countries openly opposing the Helms-Burton Act, 162  along

with specific poll numbers among Americans showing strong support for a change in the U.S.-Cuban relationship, 163

the U.S. Congress needs to amend the Act. Complete debt forgiveness for the property taken from U.S. nationals is
unfeasible, but it may be possible to forgive part of that debt. Also, the United States could tax Cuba on any goods
exported or imported once the embargo is lifted and use those funds to repay U.S. nationals for their property. As the

current embargo stands, the U.S. approach to Cuba has been labeled “economic strangulation.” 164  The United States

should ease the restrictions and take a more encouraging approach in helping Cuba become democratic. 165  This “would

better serve the livelihood of the Cuban people,” 166  as compared to the current system, which isolates the Cuban people.
These proposals could satisfy the requirements of the Helms-Burton Act, while being more responsive to the concerns
of the international community, the wants of the American people, and the well-being of the Cuban population.

President Obama used his executive authority under the TWEA to open U.S.-Cuba relations in the areas of “trade,

investment, banking, telecommunications, pharmaceuticals, agriculture, and travel.” 167  These slight changes could lead
to “a political dynamic that would ultimately shift opinion inside Congress to eventually repeal, or no longer enforce,

*155  Helms-Burton.” 168  Once Helms-Burton is repealed, lifting the Cuban embargo is feasible.

B. Impact on Cuban Baseball Players and MLB and the Continuing Setbacks Once the Embargo Is Lifted
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Lifting the embargo is the most fundamental step before Cuban baseball players can play in the United States without
being subject to the dangers of human smuggling. The embargo is the root of the human smuggling of Cuban baseball

players. 169  Even so, removing the embargo will not entirely end human smuggling. 170  If the embargo were lifted,
MLB would likely enter into contracts with individual Cuban baseball players, who would be subject to any commission

requirements determined by the Cuban government. 171  The Cuban government would require the Cuban baseball

players to return a percentage of their contracts. 172  Without a percentage of the contracts, Cuba would have no incentive

to allow its most talented baseball players to leave the country. 173  Cuban baseball players would still be stuck in the
same scenario--giving up a portion of their contracts to a smuggler or giving up that same amount of money to the

Cuban government. 174

To deter Cuban players from turning to smuggling, MLB and the Cuban Baseball Federation should enter into
a contract. MLB could pay a fee for players working abroad, conditional on Cuba complying with the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, which identifies “the right to free choice of employment,” “the right to equal pay for equal

work,” and “the right to leave any country, including [your] own.” 175  The Universal Declaration of Human Rights will
be discussed as applied to the proposed contractual agreement between Cuba and MLB.

*156  VI. CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENT

A contractual agreement between MLB and the Cuban Baseball Federation, rather than each player, would be more
efficient. It would be a one-time contract between each organization, spanning a predetermined amount of years, rather
than hundreds of contracts with each player. Also, it would give more certainty regarding specific provisions. In addition,
an agreement would prevent the Cuban government from charging Cuban players a fee for leaving Cuba and playing
professional sports abroad by shifting the burden of the fee from the Cuban baseball player to MLB, which is in a much

better position to negotiate player and MLB friendly rates and contract terms. 176  By shifting the burden, the fee can be
considered less of a “freedom” fee and more of a release fee from one baseball organization to another.

A. Setbacks of a Contractual Agreement

One concern with a contract with Cuba for the free trade of baseball players is that Cuba will want a provision requiring

Cuban baseball players to return a percentage of their contracts to the government. 177  Currently, Cuba has brokered

several contracts to lease baseball players to the Japanese baseball league, Nippon Professional Baseball. 178  In exchange,

Cuba requires players to give 20% of their contract and pay additional income tax. 179  Furthermore, Cuba demands

Cuban baseball players who play in Japan return to Cuba for the domestic baseball league, the Serie Nacional. 180  Similar

to the concept of brain drain, 181  Cuba is conscious of the threat of “baseball drain,” which could cost it talented baseball

players. 182  Cuba wants to keep baseball talent on the island for local entertainment. 183

*157  Cuba could require similar provisions in a contract between MLB and the Cuban Baseball Federation. Cuba
strategically placed these provisions in the contracts with Japan because it knows how much it is losing when a player

leaves to play abroad: national pride, talent, and baseball fans. 184  Furthermore, Cuba will probably want its star players
to return to Cuba for the National Series. Although the MLB season runs from April to September, which works well with
the Cuban National Series season, MLB has practices and exhibition games during spring training that allow players to

practice before the official season. 185  This would overlap with a Cuban baseball player's return to Cuba for the National
Series. However, playing in the National Series could be a substitute for spring training. Even so, it seems unlikely MLB
would accommodate this type of provision due to the risk of overplaying and injuries associated with competitive year-

round play for baseball players. 186  Instead, MLB and the Cuban Baseball Federation should distance themselves from
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conflicting provisions like this and model a contractual agreement on the Posting System used between MLB and the
Japanese Nippon Professional Baseball Organization (NPB).

B. The MLB-NPB Posting System

Similar to Cuba, Japan experienced the defection of notable baseball players. 187  In response, MLB and the NPB entered

into a contract called the Posting System. 188  “The Posting System allows reserved NPB players to transfer to MLB

before serving the nine years required to qualify as an international free agent.” 189  In the Posting *158  System, “a

player requests to be posted by his club during the posting period,” which is between November 1 and March 1. 190  If the
club agrees, the NPB sets a release fee and the player's information is posted by the Commissioner of the NPB to the MLB

Commissioner, who then relays the information to all MLB clubs. 191  Release fees are capped at $20 million. 192  After a

release fee is set and communicated to MLB's Commissioner, it cannot be changed. 193  Any MLB club willing to pay the

release fee can negotiate with that player. 194  The MLB team has thirty days to reach an agreement with the player. 195

If an agreement is not reached, then the player must return to the NPB club and the posting fee is refunded. 196  That

player cannot enter the Posting System again until the following November 1, the start of a new posting season. 197  The
agreement states that MLB and the NPB are prohibited from contacting or communicating with any players from the

other country's club unless they are compliant with the Posting System Agreement. 198  The agreement had a term of

three years and was subject to termination on October 31, 2016. 199  MLB and the NPB had to notify the other party of an

intent to modify or terminate the contract 180 days before the termination date. 200  Now, the agreement continues year
to year unless either party decides to modify or terminate it six months before the anniversary of the original termination

date. 201

Japan was concerned that all of its best baseball players would request to be posted and the amount of talented athletes
in Japan would dwindle. Some NPB club owners choose not to “recognize the Posting System and refuse to [participate

in] it.” 202  However, it is beneficial for the NPB club to participate in the Posting System because Japanese *159  players

become international free agents after they play for nine years. 203  If an NPB club does not participate in the Posting

System, it risks losing its best players after nine years and getting nothing in return. 204  If it participates, it gets paid in

exchange for the release of the baseball player, and it decides the fee. 205  Typically, “players who receive consent are
either one or two years from becoming an international free agent who have completed a minimum of seven years of

service required to become a free agent.” 206

C. Potential Provisions of the Contractual Agreement Between Cuba and MLB Modeled on the MLB-NPB Posting
System

If the Cuban embargo is lifted, MLB and the Cuban Baseball Federation should enter into a contractual agreement
like MLB-NPB's Posting Agreement. MLB should negotiate around any potential setbacks of a contract by offering to

directly pay the Cuban Baseball Federation a one-time fee for each player they acquire, similar to the Posting System. 207

Although Cuba does not have club baseball teams, as it did away with professional sports in 1961, it can develop a similar

system with the amateur league. 208  Cuba “currently has a national provincial championship, the Serie Nacional,” which

is composed of sixteen teams. 209  Cuba would have to implement a sports commissioner, or someone to manage the

Posting System. Currently, the Cuban National League has both a technical advisor and a national team manager. 210

The Cuban Baseball Federation also has a president and a vice president. 211  Any of these four positions could serve
as the sports *160  commissioner in the Cuban Posting System. Moreover, the vice president of the Cuban Baseball
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Federation, Antonio Castro, is an ideal candidate due to his recent involvement with MLB and interest in changing the

Cuban baseball system. 212

Cuban baseball players would request to be posted by directly contacting the commissioner. The contract could restrict
posting to a specific period, as in the NPB Posting System, and to limit the amount of Cuban players leaving the Cuban

Baseball Federation each year. 213  Because Cuba's domestic baseball league is between November and April, the Posting

System request period could begin at the end of the season on May 1 and run through August 1. 214  This benefits Cuban
baseball because the limited transfer window allows Cuba to keep any players not offered a contract with a MLB team,
and the players can play in the domestic league the following year. Players would also have ample time to practice with
their current team in preparation for the Serie Nacional.

Once a player requests to be posted, the Cuban commissioner could accept or deny the request. If the Cuban
commissioner agreed, he or she would calculate a release fee. The release fee could be calculated by considering factors
like the following: (1) the Cuban Baseball Federation's damage from losing a player, (2) any investments made in training
the player, and (3) potential use of the player within the Cuban Baseball Federation. Similar to the NPB Posting System,
the agreement with the Cuban Baseball Federation could put a cap on release fees to avoid Cuba's extortion and abuse

of the requested release fee. 215  The cap could be $20 million, like the NPB Posting System, or it could start much lower

and increase depending on Cuba's willingness to participate. 216

After determining a release fee, the Cuban commissioner would convey an individual player's desire to be posted and
the requested release fee to the MLB Commissioner, who would relay the information to all MLB teams. Any MLB
team willing to pay the release fee could negotiate with the player for a period of thirteen days. By allowing any *161
MLB team willing to pay the release fee to negotiate with the player, the contract supports Article 23 of the Declaration

of Human Rights, which gives everyone the right to free choice of employment. 217  If the player accepts, he would be
transferred to that MLB team. If the player does not accept, he would remain with the Cuban Baseball Federation until
the next Posting System period began.

Similar to the MLB-NPB Posting System, the MLB-Cuba Posting System would necessitate a clause prohibiting each
league from communicating with baseball players from the other country, outside of the Posting System, to encourage

compliance with the agreement. 218

Moreover, to limit the amount of Cuban baseball players leaving the Cuban Baseball Federation and enhance Cuba's
participation in the proposed agreement, the Posting System should only permit Cuban players to request to be posted
a limited number of times. However, Cuba could abuse this type of provision. For example, Cuba could turn down
a player every time he requests posting and therefore keep that player out of MLB reach after the player makes the
maximum number of permitted requests.

Another proposed provision that would encourage Cuba's participation would be to set a restriction on the length of
time the Cuban baseball player is permitted to play in MLB. Once that time is up, MLB could immediately offer to
pay an additional release fee. Or, once the Cuban baseball player made a significant income working abroad, the player
could pay Cuba for his unconditional release to MLB. Although this system does not directly comply with the ideals
of the Declaration of Human Rights, which guarantees a free choice to employment and a choice to leave any country,

these are concessions MLB should consider making during initial negotiations. 219

Ideally, Cuba would reinstate the concept of professional sports and pay its baseball players a salary competitive with the
world market. This would encourage more players to stay and play baseball in Cuba. As a participant in the professional
sports arena, Cuba could also establish a length of time that baseball players must serve in their home country before
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becoming international free agents. Then, Cuba would have an incentive to participate in the Posting System before a
player became an international free agent because Cuba would acquire a release fee, rather *162  than the player freely

becoming an international agent with no benefit to Cuba. 220

D. Benefits of an MLB-Cuba Agreement like the MLB-NPB Posting System

A contract between MLB and the Cuban Baseball Federation would support the objective of the Declaration of Human

Rights by giving each Cuban baseball player the free choice of employment and the right to equal pay for equal work. 221

Under this system, Cuban baseball players could make the same amount of money as other professional athletes around
the world. Although Cuban baseball players are currently permitted to sign contracts with other countries, they must

relinquish 20% of the money to the Cuban government. 222  If the trade embargo were lifted, but MLB and Cuba did
not have an agreement for a Posting System, Cuban baseball players could play in the United States but Cuba would

require them to relinquish a portion of their contract, like the money they relinquish to smugglers. 223

The Posting System could require the MLB team signing a player to pay a release fee to the Cuban government, rather
than the player directly paying the Cuban government. The burden of payment shifts to the party in the best position to
negotiate, the multi-billion dollar MLB team. A one-time fee agreement provides Cuba with the necessary consideration
for the release of its most talented baseball players. Cuba would also have sole discretion to determine the amount this
player is worth to its national team. Also, this system favors Cuba because there would be a narrow window of time for

Cuban baseball players to be posted. Currently, Cuba is losing its talented athletes surprisingly and without warning. 224

Since 1991, more than 300 Cuban baseball players defected from Cuba and in just the past 3.5 years, 5 of those players

“signed contracts worth a combined $287 million.” 225  Cuba does not receive any of that money. 226  The Posting System
would prepare Cuba to lose a player and know that players who did not contract with MLB would stay with the Cuban
Baseball Federation for the upcoming year. And, Cuba *163  would receive a considerable amount of money for the
legal exchange of its players.

The Posting System would also prevent Cuban baseball players from considering defection to the United States. It
would be in a Cuban baseball player's best interest to request to be posted and see if any MLB team is interested in his
talents. If no team is willing to pay the release fee, then the player would know his skills are not up to par with MLB

standards and defecting would be futile. 227  However, there remains the risk that if the Cuban commissioner does not
allow a particularly talented player to be posted, that player may defect. This problem is minimized by the discretion the
agreement gives Cuba to choose a release fee. The most talented players would have a higher release fee, while players
of average talent would have a lower release fee.

Most significantly, lifting the Cuban trade embargo and establishing a contract between MLB and the Cuban Baseball
Federation would eliminate the human trafficking industry for Cuban baseball players. With an agreement already in
place, there would be no benefit for a Cuban baseball player to acquire a smuggler to help enter the United States. Using
the Posting System would benefit the Cuban athletes more because they would avoid the risk that comes with human
smuggling and the uncertainty of acquiring an MLB contract.

VII. CONCLUSION

With Cuba's new stance allowing baseball players to play abroad and the reestablishment of diplomatic relations between
the United States and Cuba, it seems unlikely that Cuba would be opposed to releasing its players to the United States

once the embargo is lifted. 228  Developing a system for allowing Cuban baseball players to play in the United States helps
to eliminate the issues of defection and human smuggling, because MLB could not contact or contract with any Cuban
player who did not participate in the Posting System. Also, a Posting System reduces the issue of defection because the
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risks associated with defection are considerably higher, compared to the risks and benefits of a Posting System. When a
player defects, he leaves his home, his family, and his  *164  culture behind. The proposed U.S.-Cuban Posting System
removes the need for defection in accordance with the Declaration of Human Rights, which states that everyone has

the right to leave any country and return to that country. 229  With this proposed Posting System, Cuban players could
freely migrate to the United States, bring their families with them, and return to Cuba whenever they choose, without
the dangers associated with human smuggling and defection.
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small businesses; liberaliz[ed] real estate markets; [and] ... expand[ed] access to consumer goods.” Id. Social reforms include
the legalization of sex reassignment surgery. LGBT Rights in Cuba, SUSAN'S PLACE TRANSGENDER RES., https://
www.susans.org/wiki/LGBT_rights_in_Cuba (last visited Feb. 8, 2017).
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Gourriel and Yulieski Gourriel, Jr. Strauss, supra note 124. This occurred after MLB's goodwill tour to Cuba, where Lourdes
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132 Gorbachev's Miscalculation and the Collapse of the Soviet Union, supra note 101 (“Gorbachev's glasnost policy ... allowed
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149 See supra Section IV.B (discussing reform under Raul Castro).

150 Travieso-Diaz, supra note 134, at 93.
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152 Id. at 56, 72.

153 Id. at 70; The Embargo's Economic and Social Impact, supra note 21, at 10.

154 Travieso-Diaz, supra note 134, at 72.

155 Id. at 71.

156 Id. at 94. These requirements instill impossible and unattainable goals that Cuba will likely never agree to. Although a
democratic country would be ideal, it seems strange that the United States is imposing these standards on Cuba when it
regularly does business with China. Roland Martin, The Hypocrisy of America's Cuba Policy, CNN (Jan. 28, 2012, 10:46 AM),
http://www.cnn.com/2012/01/28/opinion/martin-cuba-policy/ (questioning why we have such strict sanctions against Cuba, a
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161 Sweig & Bustamante, supra note 130.

162 Shamberger, supra note 25, at 507-08.
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POLICY CHANGE 5 (Feb. 11, 2014), http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/images/publications/2014cubapoll/US-CubaPoll.pdf
(indicating that 56% of American responders and 63% of adult Floridians favor change to the United States' policy towards
Cuba).

164 Shamberger, supra note 25, at 512.

165 See id. (explaining Canadian opposition to the embargo and its belief “that nurturing economic, political, and educational
ties” is the best method to promote democracy in Cuba).

166 Id.

167 Renwick et al., supra note 128.

168 Id. (quoting a prediction by Julia Sweig, a Cuba and Brazil scholar at the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs).

169 See supra Part III (discussing how the embargo impacts Cuban baseball players' ability to immigrate to the United States
to play baseball).

170 Wallance, supra note 58.

171 Id.

172 Id.

173 Id.
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174 See id. (explaining that some Cuban players would still prefer the risks of illegal smuggling than “giving up millions of tens
or millions of dollars to a government that had paid them next to nothing”); Erwin & Simon, supra note 81 (explaining that
Cuba requires a percentage of the player's contract and any income tax).

175 UNITED NATIONS, UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS art. 23 (Dec. 10, 1948), http://
www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Documents/UDHR_Translations/eng.pdf; Wallance, supra note 58.
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FOX NEWS: LATINO (Feb. 19, 2013), http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/news/2013/02/19/cubans-prepare-to-pay-taxes-for-
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Id. Many Cuban fans will proudly watch Cepada play abroad; however, another Cuban commenting on the contract viewed
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184 See Cuban Baseball Crisis: The Downside of Warming Relations with America, ECONOMIST (Dec. 19, 2015), http://
www.economist.com/news/christmas-specials/21683976-downside-warming-relations-america-cuban-baseball-crisis (noting
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